Automatic term recognition is a natural language processing technology which is gaining increasing prominence in our information-overloaded society. Apart from its use for quick and efficient updating of terminologies and thesauri, it has also been used for machine translation, information retrieval, document indexing and classification as well as content representation. Until very recently, term identification techniques rested solely on the mapping of term linguistic properties onto computational procedures. However, actual terminological practice has shown that context is also important for term identification and interpretation as terms may appear in different forms depending on the situation of use. The aim of this article is to show the importance of contextual information for automatic term recognition by exploiting the relation between verbal semantic content and term occurrence in three subcorpora drawn from the British National Corpus.
Introduction
The rapid growth of science and technology and the globalisation of our societies necessitate the construction of accurate, consistent and comprehensive terminologies as a means to improve communication or access subject specific information. By terminologies, we refer to the concepts that make up the knowledge of a specific domain together with their linguistic realisations, the terms. In the past, such a task used to be particularly laborious, as terms had to be manually extracted. However, the introduction of computers to language analysis has provided terminologists with huge amounts of data to help them construct the conceptual framework of a field and study term usage, as well as techniques to process and filter this data. As a result, terminological practice, is now heavily corpus -based.
This innovation in practice brought a breakthrough in theory as well. Having the opportunity to study a wide range of texts, terminologists came to the realization that terms are not unique manifestations of concepts as was previously held (Wüster 1978) , and thus totally independent of linguistic context. On the contrary, they depended on context to convey their specialized meaning, as well as the form they would appear in (Dubuc and Lauriston 1997) . Based on this realization, we examine the importance of context to term recognition, as software developed so far has heavily disregarded this aspect.
Current term recognition systems have either used linguistic techniques, mostly exploiting morphosyntactic properties of terms, e.g. term formation patterns to extract candidate terms (Bourigault 1992; Ananiadou 1994; Jacquemin and Royaute 1994; 3 Nkwenti-Azeh 1994; Dagan and Church 1995; Oueslati et al. 1996) or statistical techniques to measure the degree of unithood or termhood of the candidate multi-word terms (Smadja 1991; Damerau 1993; Haas and He 1993; Enguehard and Pantera 1994; Cohen 1995) or a combination of both resulting in hybrid systems (Daille et al. 1994; Franzi and Ananiadou 1996; Maynard and Ananiadou 1999 ). In the current state of the art, however, no system performs term recognition in the actual sense of the word. They simply provide researchers with lists of candidate terms which need further validation by a subject specialist. Additionally, the evaluation of such systems has proved difficult. In a review of 12 current systems of term extraction Castellví et al. (2001) note that their evaluation is not carried out in great depth. They conclude that "Broadly speaking there
is neither clear nor measurable explanation of the final results. [….] it is difficult to
evaluate and compare them." This is partly due to lack of a common test bench together with criteria to carry out such an evaluation, and in particular of a marked -up for terms corpus in which all terms will have been previously successfully identified, against which a given technique will be run to measure how well it has done in comparison with this "gold standard" (Kageura et al. 1998 ). Moreover, a system is usually trained on small and highly specialised corpora with regard to the topic as well as the specialisation degree, which makes it difficult to use or test these systems in different environments.
On the whole, all systems propose large lists of candidate terms which have to be manually checked for termhood.
Among the shortcomings of current systems, the review lists their exclusive preoccupation with noun phrases while none of them deals with verbal phrases.
Although terms in their majority are nouns, nevertheless special languages have their 4 own verbs as well, no matter how low the ratio is in comparison with nouns.
Additionally, most systems concentrate on noun compounds while little work has been done on single word terms. These latter terms are often general language words which have acquired terminological usage either through extension of their meaning (simile, metaphor), through narrowing of their meaning or through meaning transfer (semantic drift). Such terms, particularly the last type, are the most difficult to identify as semantic information is needed to distinguish between the general usage of a word and i ts terminological usage. The importance of semantic information and its incorporation in future systems for automatic term recognition is also stressed in the review. Finally, Castellví et al. (2001) mention the importance of taking into account the type of constraints terminological units present with respect to conceptual field and text type.
In this paper, we examine the importance of context for term recognition, focusing on verb ? term relation in three subcorpora belonging to different subject fields and text types. It is important to clarify that, at this point in our research, we have not aimed at the construction of an automatic term extraction or recognition system but rather are interested in establishing whether and to what extent surrounding linguistic context determines the presence of terminological units and thus can serve as an indicator of term presence. As carriers of contextual information, we have chosen verbs and we have so far examined the relation of verbal form, verbal subcategorisation patterns and verbal semantics to term occurrence. Most importantly, the contribution of each dimension of verbal information (form, syntax, semantics) to term recognition has been examined in relation to the particular special language and text typ e that verbs and terms occur in. In 5 this paper, we will present one aspect of our research only, namely the contribution of verbal semantic content towards term recognition.
Motivation
Our interest in verbs as carriers of contextual information arises fro m the verb's traditional role as the central organiser and distributor of concepts in a sentence. In many languages, the verb is the only necessary element in the sentence, whereas even the subject can be replaced by a non-referential noun that is a dummy subject it, e.g. It is raining. Moreover, the predicate-argument structure of the verb determines the syntactic and semantic structure of the sentence, since its arguments carry the grammatical relations and semantic roles in the sentence. Furthermore, the selectional restrictions imposed by the verb's subcategorisation frame determine the semantic properties of the nouns that occupy argument positions. The above verb properties have led linguists such as Fillmore (1968) and Chafe (1970) to consider the verb as the central element in the sentence and to argue for a verb -based model of sentence meaning.
The central position of the verb in the sentence has however been challenged by Gentner and France (1988) . Having carried out a number of experiments in which subjects were more likely to paraphrase the meaning of a verb rather than of its argument noun in cases of semantic strain, they arrived at the conclusion that it is verbs which change their meanings according to the noun that precedes or follows rather than the other way round.
The tendency of the verb to yield in semantic change is referred to as the mutability of verbs (Gentner and France 1988) . Among the reasons cited to account for this tendency were the high degree of verbal polysemy However, it should be noted that even if nouns are considered to be more concrete semantically and less likely to yield to semantic change in cases of semantic strain, this does not invalidate the fact that verbs exercise semantic control over their arguments either by means of their semantic content or via the thematic roles they assign to them.
Additionally, we should bear in mind that the above experiments concerned the combinatorial semantics of nouns and verbs in general language usage. In special language texts, however, vocabulary is far more restricted, and verbs appear in fewer senses (Basili et al. 1996) while some of them are terms themselves. Hence, at times, their conceptual representations can be equally if not more concrete semantically than the representations of their argument nouns.
Verbal semantic content and term recognition
Our testing hypothesis has been that verbal semantic content could contribute to term recognition. Verbs impose selectional restrictions on their argument nouns. As a result, they subcategorise for nouns of compatible semantic content. Taking the argument further, verbal semantic classes combine with compatible nominal semantic classes.
Considering the fact that term rate varies across nominal classes, certain verbal classes will prove better probes for termhood than others.
However, the combinatorial semantics of nouns and verbs as potential indicators of termhood can be exploited in the opposite way as well, that is, by breach of their 7 regularity. In other words, we can examine whether violation of the selectional restrictions a verb imposes on its argument nouns could signal term presence.
Finally, having tested the validity of our hypotheses in each subcorpus, we need to examine whether and to what extent their effectiveness is constrained by the subject domain or text type they apply in . An explication of our findings is given at the end of this paper.
Methodology
In this section, we briefly describe the tools and resources used and the process followed to extract our results. The tools and resources used for the analysis of verb ? term relation include 1) the corpus from which sample subcorpora were selected, 2) the software used to extract the necessary environments for the study of verb and term behaviour, 3) the set of subcategorisation patterns and their tags, employed for the manual parsing of each subcorpus sentences, 4) the set of WordNet semantic classes for nouns and verbs used in the semantic annotation of the three subcorpora, 5) The dictionaries we used to decide which nouns and verbs in our subcorpora are terms.
To investigate the contribution of verbs towards automatic term recognition, we studied a wide range of verbs in different environments based on a selection of texts found in the British National Corpus (BNC) (Leech 1993) . The BNC is a general corpus, yet contains a wide number of specialized texts classified for domain, time of publication, medium (book, periodical etc.) and level of technical difficulty. Additionally, all texts are grammatically tagged using the CLAWS tagging system (Leech et al. 1994) . They also 8 share the same encoding system, which makes use of Standard Generalised Markup Language (SGML) (ISO 8879 1986) and conforms to Text Encoding Initiative (TEI) (Dunlop 1995) . These features were the main reasons we chose the BNC over a simple collection of technical documents. The three subcorpora we extracted from the BNC for our analysis are comparable in size and are all marked for a high level of technicality, as we are interested in rich terminologically environments. However, they fall into different subject fields as our aim was to investigate how our hypotheses are constrained by the special language factor. As the BNC classification of medium is rather too broad to adequately define the specialized character of the three subcorpora in terms of text type, we additionally used Sager's classification of text types (Sager et al. 1980) . Thus, our first subcorpus, the FRT subcorpus (34,136 words), is an extract from a textbook on futures regulations. In terms of text type, it is a regulation and in terms of subject matter it belongs to the commercial special language. The second subcorpus, the CMT subcorpus (20,293 words), is a sample from a Microsoft manual. It is a handbook and belongs to the computing special language. Finally, the third subcorpus, the EMT subcorpus (26,467 words), comprises a series of lectures on electromagnetic theory. In terms of text type, it is a lecture and belongs to the electrical engineering special language.
To carry out our corpus analysis of the three special language subcorpora, we used Xtract (Smadja 1991), a collocation retrieval tool, which provided us with long enough contexts to study different occurrences of the same verb. The program was run in three stages:
1. During the first stage, a file was output with all the frequencies of occurrence of the verbs. Only verbs with frequency higher than three were extracted, as verbs of a lower frequency were not considered informative enough of a subcorpus' semantic content, thus most likely they would not be frequented by terms.
2. Sentences were extracted, containing instances of these verbs.
3. For each verb, n-grams were extracted of all the words occurring within five positions (the maximum position range allowed for in Xtract) both before and after the verb. However, this last stage did not prove very useful in our analysis, as the arguments of the verb were frequently found at a greater distance than five preceding or following positions.
Once the sentences containing instances of each subcorpus verb were extracted, they were manually parsed. For the syntactic parsing, we used the Oxford Advanced
Learner's Dictionary of Current English (Hornby 1974) due to its detailed and comprehensive list of verbal syntactic patterns. Tables for each verbal syntactic pattern were then constructed containing all the instances of verbs following this pattern together with their argument frames.
In a second phase, all selected verbs together with their argument nouns were manually semantically annotated, using WordNet (Miller et al. 1990 ) semantic labels. At this point, tables were constructed for each verbal class in the corpus containing all instances of selected verbs falling into this semantic class, together with their arguments classified in terms of nominal semantic class and argument position.
Next, all instances of nouns falling into the same nominal semantic class and argument position were counted for each verbal semantic class, in order to derive which are the dominant nominal semantic classes in each argument position.
Finally, instances of terms were counted for each nominal class to establish those nominal classes that were the richest in terminological units. (Vollnhals 1984) and The 3-D Visual Dictionary of Computing (Graham 1995) . At this point, it should be noted that our approach to term definition is the pragmatic one (Pearson 1998) . That is, we do not include as terms only items belonging to the specialised vocabulary of the given special language but also items which belong to different special languages or which at first sight appear to belong to the general language but have acquired a precise meaning in a spec ialised context and thus have acquired terminological status, e.g. bank, customer, rules (FRT subcorpus), copy, file, line, character (CMT subcorpus), factor, force, current, surface (EMT subcorpus).
The results of our analysis showing the overall distribution of verbal and nominal semantic classes in each corpus are presented in tables 2, 4 and 7 in the following sections. Once such tables were compiled, we were able to see the overall semantic patterns emerging in each subcorpus and the significance of each verbal semantic class in each subcorpus as a probe for terminologically rich environments.
In the following sections, we examine how evidence drawn from the three subcorpora supports our hypotheses.
Verbal semantic content and term recognition in the FRT
In this section, we explore the contribution of verbal semantic content to term recognition in the FRT subcorpus. To start with, we carried out a frequency analysis to establish which are the prevalent verbal semantic classes in the FRT subcorpus. The results of this analysis are presented in Table 1 , in which verbal classes are listed in decreasing order of frequency of occurrence together with the number of occurrences for each class.
Additionally, columns 4 and 5 present their relative frequency in comparison to the whole of the subcorpus together with their synset size in WordNet. Once the prevalent verbal semantic classes have been established, the next step is to determine the main nominal classes they subcategorise for as well as the potential contribution of verbal ? nominal combination for term prediction. The above information is crucial for term recognition purposes as it shows which are the semantically richest environments for terms in a corpus. Therefore a term recognition system could be guided to first look into these verb ? noun combinations, assigning to them higher term weights with respect to the rest of the corpus.
Contact verbs 1

Perception verbs 10
However, verbs are important for term recognition not only in terms of the semantic regularity of the patterns they display with their arguments but also when this semantic regularity of the verb ? noun relationship is violated. The above argument is supported by the following examples (underlined words in the following examples are terms):
1. Chinese wall authorises the withholding of information.
Apply derivatives instruments.
3. Give liquidity.
4. Trade transparency.
Take margin.
In the first example, we have an instance of a social verb, the verb authorise. Authorise, Liquidity is a state noun, transparency is an attribute noun and margin is a shape noun.
The above nouns are all used with a possession noun sense in our subcorpus. They are all general language words which have acquired a different meaning in our subcorpus and have become terms. The change of their meaning has been signalled by the violation of the selectional restrictions the preceding verb imposes. It is worth mentioning at this point that our findings contradict Gentner and France's position that verbal meaning depends on nominal meaning.
Verbal semantics and term recognition in the CMT
The same type of analysis is followed in the CMT subcorpus as well. The CMT subcorpus is an extract from a Microsoft manual. In terms of special language, it falls into the computing special language and in terms of text type, it is a handbook, presenting the right way to do something, outlining and detailing operations and processes It is worth noticing that we have a small number of nominal classes preceding verbal semantic classes in the CMT subcorpus with a low term rate. Additionally, the majority of nouns following CMT verbs are communication nouns, regardless of the verbal semantic category. As a result, we note that verbal semantic category plays an insignificant role in determining which nominal class will precede or follow. This is probably due to the highly restricted vocabulary of the CMT subcorpus, in which choices are too limited for patterns to emerge.
However, verbal semantics have proved a significant factor for term recognition in the CMT subcorpus in a different sense. The CMT subcorpus, being a directive text which largely describes processes, has a great number of verbs which are terms themselves. The significance of verb terms for term recognition, apart from being terms themselves, is that they are always preceded or followed by terms. This is due to the fact that, having a very specific meaning themselves, they exercise a greater number of selectional restrictions on their argument nouns than general language verbs. Therefore, they can only be accompanied by a noun argument with an equally specific meaning, that is a term. As a result, such verbs constitute the perfect environments for term recognition. 3. Verb in both nucleus and modifier position: Transfer -Merge.
Thus, once we encounter a verb term followed or preceded directly by one or more nouns, we can extract the sequence and guarantee its termhood.
Verbal semantic content and term recognition in the EMT
In this section, we finally examine the validity of our hypotheses in the EMT subcorpus.
The EMT subcorpus is a series of lectures on electromagnetic theory. Its special language lexicon belongs to the electrical engineering special language. This field has a long established terminology, a fact that has helped eliminate the number of grey areas between terms and words. In terms of text type, it is classified as a lecture (Sager et al. 1980 ). However, as our corpus constitutes a series of lectures, it mostly functions as a textbook. As such, it is by definition a special text and taking into account the fact that textbooks " ideally exemplify the relativity of the notions of general and special knowledge" and that "all new items of information are new for the reader and are special" (Sager et al. 1980) , it makes this corpus a good candidate for the study of terms.
To start our analysis, we carried out a frequency analysis for all verbs in the corpus with range of occurrence higher than three to establish the main verbal semantic classes in the 
Conclusions
The above findings strongly suggest that distinct verbal classes subcategorise for distinct nominal classes. As the rate of term occurrence varies between nominal classes, the importance of verbal semantic classes for term recognition varies as well. Results drawn from all three subcorpora suggest that certain verbal class ? nominal class combinations are exceptionally good environments for terms whereas others are to be totally avoided.
However, the importance of verb ? noun combinatorial semantics varies in different corpora. It seems to work better in less technical corpora, e.g the FRT subcorpus, which allow for a wide range of nominal classes, thus allowing for an equally wide range of patterns to emerge in which verbs play a discriminating role. However, its effectiveness declines as we move into more technical texts. The CMT subcorpus for instance is a highly technical text both due to subject matter ? computing is considered to be a more technical special language than commerce ? and due to text type, as manuals and handbooks have a highly controlled language. As a result, they are poor enviro nments to support our hypotheses as nominal classes are few, highly repetitive and occur irrespectively of which verbal class precedes or follows.
Along the same line that verbs, through the selectional restrictions they impose on their argument nouns, should subcategorise for nouns of compatible semantic content, we have found that verbs with a highly specific content, mostly terms, also subcategorise for nouns of an equally specific content that are also terms. Such terms in our corpus, the CMT subcorp us, are general language words which have become terms through a restriction of their general language meaning.
The second aspect we chose to study across the three corpora has been the contribution of the violation of the regularity encountered in verb ? noun combinatorial semantics to the prediction of term occurrence. Additionally, we mentioned the close link between this verbal semantic dimension and the specific type of term formation pattern, namely the semantic drift. Terms resulting from semantic drift are general language words which have acquired a different meaning in the special language text they are encountered in.
As a result, they are difficult to detect as there is no way to distinguish between their general language and terminological usage, unless context is taken into account. In the FRT subcorpus, we encountered words from general language that had acquired terminological meaning. In this case, breach of the selectional restrictions of the preceding verb pointed to the terminological usage of the word.
At this point, it should be noted that the last two cases mentioned concern single word terms which have been transferred from general language usage and thus contextual information is necessary to disambiguate between their general and specialized usage.
The third subcorpus, the EMT subcorpus, has no instances of single word terms, as its main term formation pattern is the combination of adjective followed by a word. In this subcorpus, we can only exploit the combinatorial semantics of its nouns and verbs, yet to a lower extent than in the FRT subcorpus.
To conclude, our results, though promising, are of an indicative nature only. The most significant aspect of our research is that we have shown verbs add a new dimension in our efforts to extract terminological units from texts. The findings presented in the previous sections form the basis of further research in this direction. In particular, we can (a) analyse other, larger corpora in the same domain to arrive at domain-level universals,
i.e. study of verbal contribution to term recognition in corpora belonging to one special language, e.g. commercial, but to different text types to see whether we can make generalisations about the behaviour of certain verbs in a given domain irrespective of text-type;
(b) analyse other larger corpora of the same text type to arrive at text-type universals, i.e. study of verbal contribution to term recognition in corpora belonging to the same text type but to different special languages; (c) incorporate the results in an automatic term recognition system, by examining the most productive verbal semantic patterns for term recognition in each special language corpus.
